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The spanwise structure and scalar mixing are documented in a confined low Reynolds number wake
forced at the Ka´rmán shedding frequency. Results show that the extent of three-dimensionality is
dependent on the forcing amplitude. Data show evidence of streamwise vorticity initially in the form
of a counter-rotating vortex pair near the side walls which evolves into a much more complex spatial
structure farther downstream. The amount of mixed fluid can be significantly increased at high
forcing amplitudes; the mixed fluid is estimated to occupy about 41% of the test section
cross-sectional area at the farthest downstream station. The large mixing increase in this case is
contained within the central portion of the span while the regions near the side walls are practically
devoid of mixed fluid. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~97!00110-4#
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It is known that flows inside confined geometries c
exhibit significant three-dimensionality. For example, stud
of low aspect ratio bounded rectangular jets have reve
large distortions of the contours of constant velocity and to
pressure over the cross-sectional planes.1–3 The origin of
these distortions has been explained in terms of the gen
tion of streamwise vorticity caused by the action of the v
ticity reorientation and stretching mechanisms in the pr
ence of bounding walls. These effects can also play
important role in the enhancement of mixing in confin
wake flows, the subject of this paper. The original work
Roberts4 showed that in the wake of a splitter plate, forced
about twice the Ka´rmán shedding frequency, strong thre
dimensional~3-D! interactions are induced leading to a co
responding increase in the amount of mixing. This behav
was attributed to the interaction of the spanwise wake vo
ces with the side walls of the test section.

The work of Roberts was based primarily on flow vis
alization of the side views of the flow structure at mid-sp
and plan views which provided only an integrated vie
through the entire transverse width of the flow. The purp
of our study is to extend Roberts’ contribution by providin
images which reveal the detailed spanwise structure of
flow, and how it evolves in the downstream direction.
addition, quantitative measurements of the passive sc
mixing field are used to estimate the extent of mixing
crease as the flow moves downstream. In our study the w
is forced at a fixed value near the Ka´rmán shedding fre-
quency and over a range of forcing amplitudes.

The experiments were performed in a gravity-driv
two-stream liquid shear layer apparatus with a test sectio
dimension 4 cm~height!38 cm ~span!332 cm ~length!.
Two-dimensional perturbations were introduced into
flow by sinusoidally oscillating one of the free streams us
an oscillating bellows mechanism in one of the supply line5

For this work, the two free stream speeds were set toU1

5U259.3 cm/s to generate a nominally 2-D wake. The i
tial Reynolds number, Reu , based on the free stream spe
and the wake momentum thickness at the splitter plate
was estimated to be about 100. The natural Ka´rmán shedding
frequency at these flow conditions was approximately 6
The wake was forced at the frequency of 6 Hz with thr
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amplitudes corresponding to a velocity perturbation rms
1.6%, 5.6%, and 9.1% of the mean free stream speed.

The mixing field was measured using laser induced fl
rescence~LIF!.5,6 The LIF measurements were carried o
over planes defined by an argon ion laser sheet~thickness of
about 0.5 mm! aligned along the flow direction at the wak
mid-span location~i.e., x-y plane,z'0) and also perpen
dicular to the flow direction~i.e., end view,y-z plane! at
different downstreamx locations. The fluorescence intensi
was recorded by a CCD camera~2 ms exposure! operating at
nominally 60 fields/s and acquired onto a hard disk in r
time. For each run, 2048 consecutive LIF images~fields!
were acquired corresponding to 205 forcing cycles. The L
data yield the normalized concentration~or volume fraction!
j of one of the free stream fluids in the layer;j was normal-
ized such thatj50,1 corresponded to unmixed fluids from
the lower and upper streams, respectively. The spatial r
lution over a measurement plane was about 160mm/pixel.

Typical digital LIF images illustrating the downstrea
evolution of the flow structure and mixing field at the wa
mid-span are shown in Figure 1 for various forcing amp
tudes. Each figure, which is a composite of three sepa
instantaneous images acquired at different phases of the
cillation cycle, shows the concentration field across the 4
height of the test section over a downstream region 1.2
,x,27.4 cm. Various concentration levels are represen
by monotonically varying shades of gray withj50,1 as-
signed black and white, respectively.

Figure 1 illustrates that forcing at the natural frequen
leads to an organized vortex array locked to the forcing f
quency. As the forcing amplitude increases, the initial roll-
occurs earlier and appears stronger. The case of the hig
amplitude~Fig. 1d! is unique in that the vortex array has
much reduced vertical displacement. Note that the conc
tration field at mid-span is composed of essentially unmix
fluids from the two streams~i.e., j50,1! for all cases excep
for the highest forcing amplitude. In this case, as the fl
moves downstream there is a dramatic increase of mi
fluid as indicated by the appearance of various shades of
besides black and white.

The downstream evolution of the spanwise flow stru
ture and mixing field is depicted in Figure 2 for the case
3099/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Side views of the flow structure and concentration field of the forced wake at mid-span for the cases of~a! unforced,~b! amplitude51.6%, ~c!
amplitude55.6%, and~d! amplitude59.1%; forcing frequencyf 56 Hz.
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the highest forcing amplitude. Thex locations for these im-
ages are marked by arrows on the streamwise flow pict
of Figure 1. Each image, selected from a long image ti
series, shows a representative upstream view of the e
cross section of the flow facility. Figure 2a reveals that
forced wake is initially (x51.8 cm! essentially two-
dimensional except near the side walls where the flow
characterized by features suggestive of pairs of coun
rotating streamwise vortices. The streamwise vorticity in t
flow is generated by the reorientation and stretching of
primary spanwise vorticity as a result of the shear region
the side-wall boundary layers. As the flow moves dow
stream~Figures 2b,c!, the streamwise vorticity field become
more complex, having the appearance of being distribute
multiple regions of concentrated vorticity, and this ent
vortical zone moves away from the side walls toward
center span. A dramatic increase in mixing is apparent at
last twox locations~Figures 2d,e! as indicated by the appea
ance of fluid labeled by a variety of shades of gray. Note t
the enhanced mixing is contained within the central port
of the span, with the regions near the side walls practic
devoid of mixed fluid.

To highlight the effects of the forcing amplitude on th
spanwise flow structure, images atx524 cm are shown in
Figure 3 for the two lower amplitudes. It can be observ
that the extent of three-dimensionality and the resulting m
ing field are enhanced as the forcing amplitude increa
Note that, even though the flow for the lower amplitud
~Fig. 3! has a highly three-dimensional structure, there
little mixing increase and the movement of the regions
streamwise vorticity away from the side walls toward t
mid-span is less noticeable. Clearly the strength of the
3100 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1997
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duced streamwise vorticity and the rate of spanwise prog
sion are directly connected to the forcing amplitude.

To quantify the increase in the amount of mixing, th
spanwise distribution of the total mixed-fluid probabili
Pm(y,z) is computed from the probability density functio
~pdf! of the concentration fieldp(j,y,z) according to5,6

Pm~y,z!5E
e

12e

p~j,y,z!dj.

The variablee refers to the width of the ‘‘delta’’ function
distribution of the unmixed free stream fluid concentratio
which is nonzero, and is dictated by the overall signal-
noise of the measurement (e'0.045 here!. As noted earlier,
there can be a significant spanwise variation in the amoun
mixed fluid particularly for high-amplitude forcing. One wa
of characterizing the total amount of mixed fluid present o
the cross-sectional area of the test section is to defin
mixed-fluid areaAm according to

Am5E
2Dz/2

1Dz/2E
2Dy/2

1Dy/2

Pm~y,z!dydz.

Note thatAm /A, whereA5DyDz, signifies the fraction of
the cross-sectional area that is occupied with mixed fluid
is referred to here as the mixed-fluid fraction.

The downstream evolution ofAm /A for high-amplitude
forcing is shown in Figure 4 in comparison with the unforc
wake. It can be noted that, with downstream distance,
increasingly larger fraction of the cross section conta
mixed fluid. By x524 cm, mixed fluid is found over abou
41% of the cross section. This represents an order of ma
tude increase in mixing compared with the unforced cas
Brief Communications
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the same downstream station. It is important to recogn
that these estimates of mixing enhancement are only accu
to within the resolution constraints of the measurements,
tend to provide an upper bound to the true extent of mole
lar mixing. Nevertheless, the trends in the amount of mix
are instructive and are expected to exhibit the correct gen
behavior. It is envisioned that the type of mixing enhan
ment described here, and the mechanisms responsible f
can be taken advantage of in an overall strategy for mix
control in confined mixing chambers.

FIG. 2. Downstream evolution of the spanwise flow structure and con
tration field for the forced wake~amplitude5 9.1%!.
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FIG. 3. The spanwise flow structure and concentration field atx 5 24 cm
for forcing amplitudes 1.6%~top!, and 5.6%~bottom!.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the mixed fluid fraction between the highest am
tude forced wake and the unforced wake.
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